HIGH CARD FLUSH RULES OF PLAY
Object of the game
Ø There are multiple wagers that may be made by players. The player wants to
have a higher ranking flush hand than the dealer to win. Ranking of hands
are based on the number of cards of the same suit, then by value of each
card.

Game Overview
Ø “High Card Flush” is a house-banked game played with a standard 52 card
deck of playing cards.
Ø Ranking of hands are based upon the number of cards of the same suit
(flush) in the player’s or dealers hand.
Ø Cash wagers will not be accepted. All currency tendered will be exchanged
by the Dealer for value chips.
Ø The Ante and Raise wagers correspond to the player’s hand versus the
dealer’s hand.
Ø The flush and straight flush wagers are based upon comparing the player’s
hand to the predetermined paytable below. These wagers will remain in
action even if the payer folds and forfeits their ante and raise wager.
Betting Limits

Ø All bets shall be in multiples of $1.00. Betting limits shall be:
Limits
1 hand:
Flush side bet:
Straight Flush side bet
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Ø Side Bet limits are as follows:
FLUSH
Hand
7 card Flush

Bonus Odds
300:1

6 card Flush

100:1

5 card Flush

10:1

4 card Flush

1:1

STRAIGHT FLUSH
Hand
7 card Straight Flush

Bonus
Odds
500:1

6 card Straight Flush

200:1

5 card Straight Flush

100:1

4 card Straight Flush

50:1

3 card Straight Flush

9:1

Rules of the Game
Ø Players may bet on one betting spot only.
Ø Players must place an ante wager in order to bet on either, the flush or the
straight flush bonus bet.
Ø After all players have placed their wager, the dealer passes to each player
seven cards face down. The deal begins at the first bet and is in a clock-wise
motion and ends with giving themselves 7 cards.
Ø Players cannot look at their cards until the dealer has verified that all cards
are accounted for and ensure that the correct number of cards are in play.
This verification is performed by the dealer, either by counting down the
unused cards for manual shuffle or by ensuring the green light is activated
on the automatic shuffler.
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Ø Each player is required to keep their cards over the table and in full view of
the dealer at all times.
Ø Players may change their discard decision prior to the dealer picking up their
discarded cards.
Ø After examining their cards, each player has the option to either fold their
hand and surrender their ante wager by placing their cards on the right side
of their ante bet or place a raise wager with the cards they choose to play,
underneath the Raise wager. The cards they do not wish to play will be
placed on the right of the “Raise” betting spot. If they wish to continue to
play, the amount of the Raise wager is limited to the value of the flush. See
table below.
Amount of cards in Flush
With a 2, 3 or 4 card flush
With a 5 card flush
With a 6 or 7 card flush

Amount allowed to Raise
1X Ante Bet
1X or 2X Ante Bet
1X or 2X or 3X Ante Bet

Ø Once all players have acted, by placing their Raise bet, the dealer will then
exposes the house hand and determine which cards to play for the best flush
hand.
Ø The dealer and player’s hands are compared first by the number of cards in
their flush and if they have the same amount of cards in their flush then it
will go to the highest ranking cards. (Ace is the highest, two is the lowest)
Ø If the dealer does not qualify the players will win their ante wager and push
their raise wager.
Ø Dealers qualify with a 3 card 9 high or better flush.
Ø If a player has a better flush than the dealer, they win and are paid even
money on their ante and raise wager.
Ø If the player’s hand is lower than the dealer’s hand, the player loses their
ante and raise wagers.
Ø If the player’s hand and the dealer’s hand are exactly the same (number of
cards and ranking of cards). The ante and raise wagers will push.
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Straight and Straight Flush Bonus
Ø In addition to the ante wager, a player has the option to place two different
side-bets before the hand is dealt. The winning hands and payoff odds are
determined by the pay table below:
Flush
7
6
5
4

Card
Card
Card
Card

Flush
Flush
Flush
Flush

7
6
5
4
3

Card
Card
Card
Card
Card

Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight

300 to 1
100 to 1
10 to 1
1 to 1

Straight Flush
Flush
Flush
Flush
Flush
Flush

500 to 1
200 to 1
100 to 1
50 to 1
9 to 1

Ø The Flush and Straight Flush side wagers have no bearing on the primary
wager. A player can win on the primary wager and lose on the side wagers.
A player can lose on the primary wager and win on the side wagers.
Ø Only the highest qualifying hand will be paid.

General Rules
Ø Players may only bet one hand.
Ø No partnership may exceed table limit maximum.
Ø All wagers must be in multiples of $1
Ø For all currency and/or chip transactions, Players must place it on the table
layout.
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Ø All Players are responsible for their amount wagered, and must adhere to
posted table limits.
Ø Players are not permitted to make side bets against each other.
Ø South Beach Casino may change the limits at any table with 30 minutes
advance notice.
Ø The use of electronic devices, including but not limited to cell
phones/communication devices, computers, cameras and/or video and audio
recording devices is not permitted in the gaming areas.
Ø Table positions may be saved for short breaks at the discretion of the
Inspector.
Ø Table Game staff is prohibited from accepting any tip other than a casino
value chip or recognized casino currency. Tips can only be accepted at the
gaming table.
Ø Players are prohibited from placing any objects on the table that may
interfere with the Surveillance coverage.
Ø Valid identification will be requested by a Table Games Inspector, Supervisor
or Manager for large cash transactions of $10,000 or more.
Ø SBC has the right to close any game, for whatever reason at any time.
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